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ABSTRACT 
A pilot study has been made of the simultaneous DC potential  and total slow electrical activity changes during 
modeling various metabolic and  functional states of the human brain. The multi-electrode DCEEG recordings have 
been  performed  during  the  hyperventilation  (frequent  deep  one-minute  long  breathing  motions)  and   the 
hypoventilation (voluntary breath holding). It has been shown that the ischemic state occurring in hyperventilation is 
accompanied by the negative shift of DC potential and increase in the  EEG rhythms amplitude. A distention of  
brain  vessels  during  hypoventilation  (voluntary  breath-hold)  and  an  improvement  of  blood  supply  and  thus 
improvement of vital and functional state of neurons gave rise to an increase in the EEG rhythm amplitude too,  
though against a background of a positive DC-potential shift.  Obtained results are considered with context  the  
generation of the qualitatively  different functional states of brain cells   during hyper- and hypoventilation which  is  
reflected in their resting potential and activity. The conducted study show the prospects for DCEEG and the method 
we used for DCEEG data processing to understand the character of functional and metabolic changes in the nervous 
tissue.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the first half of the last decade, there appeared a number of publications [1-2] considering full-band EEG (fbEEG) 
as a promising method that could succeed the classical EEG. FbEEG implies macro-electrode recording of brain 
potentials in a wide frequency range from 0 to 100 Hz and higher. This approach may be realized using the DC 
amplifier and recording the classical EEG rhythms simultaneously with the DC potential and its low-frequency (<1 
Hz) but often high-amplitude (about 1 millivolt and higher) oscillations.
The method of simultaneous recording of DC potential and EEG can be called the direct current EEG (DCEEG) too. 
However, very few electrophysiological studies using this method have been reported in recent years. This can be 
partly attributed to the fact that the nature of DC potential is still unclear. Numerous works published before the late  
1990s implied the neuronal nature of DC potential  [3-10]. The negative DC potential shift was considered as a 
reflection of depolarization processes in the neuroglial complex [4-5, 11-17]. Such understanding implied that the 
positive DC potential shift was responsible for re- or hyperpolarization of nervous tissue cells occurring under an  
active electrode.
However, in the early 21 century some publications [18-19] appeared concerning one of the old ideas [20] about the 
possibility of non-neuronal origin of the DC potential. This idea implies that the DC potential recorded from the  
brain surface and the scalp is the potential difference occurring at the boundary between the arterial and venous  
circulatory  systems,  determined  by  ion  gradients  between  arterial  and  venous  blood  and  interstitial  fluid 
accumulated in brain ventricles. The basic argument for this concept made by its supporters is the identified DC 
potential change along with vascular responses and alteration of the CO2 and O2 contents of the blood [18-19]. The 
authors  reported  that  the  rise or  fall  of  these  gases  in  blood cause  the  DC potential  shift.  They consider  this  
relationship a direct indication for the non-neuronal nature of the DC potential. However, the fact that the change in 
concentration of these gases and vascular responses may cause changes in metabolism in the neurons and thus shifts  
in polarization of their membrane is neither considered nor studied experimentally by the authors.
We suppose that the number of arguments supplied for non-neuronal origin of the DC potential is insufficient to  
deny the arguments and facts obtained over many decades by tens of investigators in the support of the neuronal 
nature of this potential.
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Earlier, we developed [21],   an animal-experiment-based way to record and process DCEEG wherein the character  
of change in the EEG rhythm amplitudes in any lead was simultaneously compared to the character of DC potential 
shifts. Analysis of simultaneous changes in the EEG and DC potential provided an opportunity to reveal the features  
of the functional and metabolic state of nervous tissue when modeling a number of effects on an animal organism  
that could not be detected with other electrophysiological methods. This method has not yet been applied to human 
beings.
The aim of this work is to estimate whether simultaneous recording of DC potential and EEG by the method of S.E.  
Murik (2004) and S.E. Murik and A.G. Shapkin (2004) could be applied to human beings.
DCEEG recording for a human being is associated with a number of problems: the influence of the so-called skin 
potentials and the drift of electrode potentials [22-24]. Therefore, one of the tasks was to estimate the possibility and 
complexity of simultaneous multi-electrode recording of DC and EEG from human scalp. For models of different  
functional state (FS) we chose functional tests: hyperventilation [14, 25-26] and hypoventilation [27-28].
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Until  recently,  the  brain  DC potential  was  usually  recorded  separately  from  classical  EEG  and  its  recording 
technique was reasonably developed [2, 23, 25]. For simultaneous recording of the brain DC potential and EEG, we 
have used the technique somewhat modified relative to the DC potential recording techniques already reported. A 
characteristic of the DC potential recording is the necessity to remove electrode and skin potentials  [22-24]. The 
electrode potentials and their drifts can be removed with the use of non-polarizing electrodes, selection of optimal 
EEG gel, and special electrode preparation that involves soaking the electrodes in the EEG gel for no less than 15 
min. The skin potentials can be removed with the use of special treatment for the scalp that often includes peeling  
the epidermis with a needle or anesthesia, and defatting and tanning the scalp  [14, 23, 25]. Scalp preparation for 
electrode placement causes certain difficulties and is unpleasant for subjects. That may be the reason no more than 
5-6 leads have so far been used for recording of the DC potential. Using DCEEG in clinics requires recording the 
electrical activity at least via 16 channels and an easier and less painful scalp preparation for electrode placement. 
Therefore, the technique development has involved the search of way to perform DCEEG multi-channel recording 
that would be easier on the one hand and provide the possibility for satisfactory recording DC potential on the other.  
Such way seems to have been found and is reported below.
2.1. Subjects
Our experiments involved 6 healthy subjects (2 men and 4 women between the age of 22 and 51, average age of 
29±5.4  years)  five  of  which  were  between  22  and  27  years  old,  much younger  than  the  51-year-old  subject.  
However, the individual analysis has shown that the results obtained for the 51-year-old subject and for the younger  
subjects are quantitatively similar and thus may be combined.
All subjects were informed about all aspects of the experiments, and all gave an informed consent. We conformed to 
the Declaration of Helsinki; and the experimental protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University 
of Göttingen.
2.2. DCEEG recording technique
The DCEEG recording has been performed using the unipolar technique  by the computer electroencephalograph 
with the 64-channel DC amplifier designed by ANT Company (asa-lab EEG system, Netherlands). The DCEEG 
data without low-frequency limit have been digitized at the 512 Hz frequency. The indifferent (reference) electrodes 
were stuck on the ear lobes. The DCEEG recording has been performed using standard Ag/AgCl electrodes built in  
the EEG cap supplied together  with the EEG system by the manufacturing company (ANT, Netherlands).  The 
plastic holders of the recording electrodes were filled with thick EEG paste (Ten20, Weaver and Co, USA) an hour 
before putting an EEG cap on.  The DCEEG has been recorded from 38 electrodes placed at Fp1, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, 
F7, F8, FCz, FC1, FC2, FC3, FC4, FC5, FC6, Cz, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, T7, T8, CPz, CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4, CP5,  
CP6, Pz, P3, P4, P7, P8, Oz, O1, O2.
Putting a cap on was preceded by thorough treatment of the whole scalp and ear lobes of the subjects with abrasive  
gel (Abralyt 2000, EASYCAP GmbH, Germany). Thereafter the head was washed with shampoo and toweled dry, 
and the scalp and hair were covered with a thin layer of the same EEG paste that was used for the electrodes (Ten20,  
Weaver and Co, USA). After the EEG paste treatment, a cap was put on the head, indifferent electrodes were stuck  
on the  ear  lobes,  and  EOG electrodes  were  stuck  on the  face.  An impedance  test  as  applied  to  the  proposed 
technique of the preparation of the head and EEG cap has shown that the EEG electrode impedance was much lower 
than 3 kOhm and remained unchanged until the end of the experiment.
The DCEEG recording began immediately after the impedance measurement and was performed throughout the 
entire  multi-stage experiment that lasted approximately 2 hours. During the first, 1-hour stage of resting state the  
subject had to accommodate himself to the general conditions of the experiment. A long duration of the first stage 
was also required for reduction of probable electrode and skin potentials.
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Throughout the entire experiment, the subject was in an EEG armchair, with his head rested on the head holder. 
Before the beginning of the EEG recording, the subject chose the most comfortable position of the head holder and 
armchair  back.  In  the  first  10-15  minutes  of  the  resting-state  stage,  the  subject  got  the  instruction  for  the 
experimental procedure and his behavior at various experimental stages. The instruction particularly emphasized 
that during a major part of experiment, including the functional tests, the subject should neither talk nor move any of  
his limbs, head or body. He was only allowed to speak if he felt bad. During a major part of the experiment whose  
start would be reported, he should only look at the target without any other eye movements. A target shaped in the  
form of a 4×4 cross, drawn on a A4 sheet, was placed on the wall 2 m in front of the subject before the beginning of  
the DCEEG recording. The instruction also reminded the subject of the contents of functional tests that had been 
detailed since before the start of the entire experiment.
2.3. Functional tests
In a major part of the experiment, the subject did two functional tests – hyper- and hypoventilation – successively at 
the experimentalist’s command. The testing succession varied from one subject to another. The testing interval was  
20 min.
During the hyperventilation test, the subject had to begin making frequent deep one-minute long breathing motions 
at the experimentalist’s command. The subject had 30 deep breathing cycles in one minute. The breathing frequency 
was set by the breath in/breath out experimentalist’s commands. The start of the hyperventilation test was preceded 
by the experimentalist’s phrase: “Let’s start the hyperventilation test, take a deep breath and breathe out deeply at  
the experimentalist’s command. We start!”
The hypoventilation test implied the subject breath holding for as long as possible after the quiet inhale. The start of 
the hypoventilation test was preceded by the experimentalist’s phrase: “Let’s start the hypoventilation test, inhale 
quietly and hold your breath for as long as possible. We start!”
2.4. DCEEG data processing
The processing was performed with the use of native DCEEG containing the DC potential and its fluctuations in the  
range from 0 to 205 Hz. For obtaining the data on EEG rhythm amplitude and DC potential level, the entire DCEEG 
was  primarily  divided  into  one-second intervals  using  BrainVision  Analyzer  software  (Brain  Products  GmbH, 
Germany), after which a four-range rhythm capacity spectrum has been obtained using fast Fourier transform: delta 
(0.5-4 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz) and beta (12-30 Hz). Then the DC potential level was averaged over the 
same time intervals using a special program. Such primary processing of the initial DCEEG over every second of 
time provided the possibility to obtain the data on both EEG rhythm amplitudes in four ranges and DC potential  
level.
For the further processing, the segments related to the functional tests were cut off from such complex DCEEG. The 
hyperventilation test analysis has been made using a continuous segment with a three-minute period before the test  
start,  a  one-minute  period of  hyperventilation,  and a  ten-minute period that  followed after  the test  finish.  The  
hypoventilation data analysis involved a continuous segment with a three-minute period before the test start, the 
period of hypoventilation, and the period immediately after the hypoventilation test finish that took 6 min together 
with the period of hyperventilation. The duration of hypoventilation period might vary due to personal peculiarities 
of the subjects.
2.5. Data analysis
For estimating the functional test influence on the DC potential and EEG amplitude, the every-second DC potential 
levels and EEG rhythm amplitudes were averaged over 30 s and 1 minute before the start of functional tests of 
hyper- and hypoventilation. The obtained level was taken for the initial one to be compared to the 1-second DC 
potential levels and 30-second or 1-minute EEG rhythm amplitudes during and after hyper- and hypoventilation. 
The DC potential and EEG rhythm amplitude were sometimes averaged over other time intervals.
The data processing was primarily performed for some of the leads, after which the results were averaged over all  
the leads for some of the subjects and, finally, for all of the subjects. The mathematical and statistical processing of 
the data has been performed with Microsoft  Office Exсel. The significance of differences in the data has been 
determined using the Student’s t-test for dependent and independent  samplings.
3. RESULTS
3.1 Hyperventilation
Even relatively long-term (one-hour) presence of EEG electrode paste before the cap is put on requires yet another  
15-30 minutes after it has been put on to remove the DC potential drifts. Our observation shows that the optimum 
time to reduce the drift of the DC potential is 30 min. Our pilot study has also shown that the DC potential may be 
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either  recorded  without  peeling  the  epidermis  by  a  needle  [23].  Generally,  it  is  enough to  massage  the  scalp 
thoroughly  with  the  fingertips  using  abrasive  gel.  At  least,  our  finding  of  the  DC  potential  behavior  during  
hyperventilation generally corresponds to that obtained during mechanical peeling of the scalp with a needle and  
other treatments [14, 23, 25]. Figure 1 shows the mean levels (n=6) of DC potential and EEG amplitude change in 
four ranges before (3 min), during (1 min) and after (10 min) hyperventilation, averaged over all the leads. It is seen  
that  hyperventilation  has  caused  a negative  shift  of  the DC potential  (for  about  400±86 µV, p≤0.001) and an 
increase of EEG rhythm amplitudes in the delta (for 6.3%, p<0.05, Table 1) and beta (for 17.6%, p≤0.001) ranges.
Figure  1. Simultaneous  changes  in  the  DC potential  and  four-range  EEG amplitudes  before  (1),  during  (2)  and  after  (3)  
hyperventilation for  the group as  a  whole (n=6).  The averaging has been made over  all  the  leads (n=38).  The left  Y-axis  
represents the amplitude of EEG rhythms (mkV), and the right Y-axis represents that of the DC potential (mkV).
Table 1. The level of EEG rhythm amplitudes (µV, m±SEM) over 30 sec before, during and immediately after hyperventilation 
(n=6). Designations: *-p<0.05; ***-p≤0.001 as compared to the level before hyperventilation.
Delta Theta Alpha Beta
30 s before 
hyperventilation
10.9±0.3 5.5±0.2 3.7±0.1 8.6±0.3
30 s before the end of 
hyperventilation 
11.6±0.6* 5.5±0.2 3.9±0.2 10.1±0.4***
30 s immediately after 
hyperventilation
13.9±8.4*** 6.5±0.2*** 4.7±0.2*** 11.3±0.3***
However, the negative DC potential shift (negativation of the DC potential) more often than not continued sometime 
after  hyperventilation  and  attained  its  maximum (461.2± 78µV)  in  5-20  seconds,  with  the  rhythm amplitudes  
increased not only in the delta and beta ranges but also at theta and alpha frequencies. During the first 30 seconds 
after  hyperventilation  test,  the  EEG  rhythm  amplitudes  were  generally  higher  than  during  30  sec  before 
hyperventilation: by 27.5% (p≤0.001) in delta range, 18.9% (p≤0.001) in theta range, 27.6% (p≤0.001) in alpha 
range and 30.8% (p≤0.001) in beta range. After 1-minute hyperventilation had been stopped, the rate of recovery 
(positivation) of the DC potential was lower than that of its negativation and lasted about 4 minutes.
The study of changes in the DC potential  during hyperventilation  applied to separate leads has shown that  the 
amplitude of the negative DC potential shift could differ significantly in front (Fz, F3, F4, F7, F8, FCz, FC1, FC2,  
FC3, FC4, FC5, FC6), central (Cz, C1, C2, C3, C4, C5,C6, T7, T8) and back (CPz, CP1, CP2, CP3, CP4, CP5, CP6, 
Pz, P3, P4, P7, P8, Oz, O1, O2) areas. The largest negative DC potential shift occurred in front leads and was, on 
average, 428.5±20.2 µV. Negativation of the DC potential in the central and back leads was, on average, 402.0±24.5 
and 345.6±26.2 µV, respectively. The difference in the negative DC potential shift between the front and back areas 
was  significant  (p≤0.01).  Therefore,  it  is  obvious  that  there  is  a  gradient  for  the  DC  potential  response  to  
hyperventilation: the negative DC potential shift occurred mostly in the front areas of neocortex, to a lesser extent – 
in the central, and minimum – in the back areas.
The  differences  in  negativation  of  the  DC  potential  during  hyperventilation  have  been  also  found  from 
interhemispheric comparison. The DC potential shift in the left hemisphere was larger than that in the right and  
reached, on average, 404.0±15.5 and 357.9±19.5 µV (p<0.05), respectively.
Therefore,  the  averaging  of  DCEEG over  all  the  leads  (n=38) and subjects  (n=6)  during hyperventilation  was 
associated  with  the  negative  DC  potential  shift  and  EEG  rhythm  capacity  increase.  Generally,  these  results  
corresponded to those already available that were obtained during an independent recording of DC potential and  
EEG [14]. However, individual analysis of DCEEG showed some individual peculiarities of simultaneous changes 
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of the DC potential and EEG that had not been found so far. Basic types of simultaneous changes of DCEEG are 
shown in figure 2. As evident from the figure, the differences in the DC potential were mainly associated with the 
character of its recovery after hyperventilation test had been stopped. There might be both delay in recovery of the  
initial DC potential level (subject No. 6) and posthyperventilation positive DC wave (subject No. 4 and subject No.  
5).  Therefore,  the individual  peculiarities  of  DCEEG are  longer  or shorter  delay in  recovery  of  the initial  DC 
potential level and presence or absence of posthyperventilation positive wave.
Figure 2. Individual peculiarities of simultaneous changes in DC potential and EEG of three subjects (No. 4, No. 5 and No. 6).  
The averaging has been performed over all the leads for each subject. The designations are the same as in Fig. 1.
DCEEG analysis on separate leads has shown a yet larger variability in the character of simultaneous changes in the 
DC potential and EEG (see  figure 3). As may be seen from this figure, negativation of the DC potential during 
hyperventilation may be preceded by the phase of positivation of the DC potential (Fp1). The phase of positivation  
(the positive DC potential shift) may sometimes extend and take almost all hyperventilation time (FC1).
3.2. Hypoventilation
A pylot study of DCEEG associated with breath-holding spells has also shown significant simultaneous changes in 
the DC potential  and EEG that  occurred  both diring and after  the test.  There are  certain  problems with direct 
superposition and averaging of the DC potential and the data on EEG amplitude change obtained after the breath-
holding because the breath-holding duration was characterized by the individual data scattering in the wide 33-104 
sec range (56.0±22.9 on the average).  Individual simultaneous changes in the DC potential and EEG in separate 
leads are shown for three subjects in figure 4.
A specific feature of the DCEEGF variation during hypoventilation was that the breath-hold generally caused the  
positive DC potential shift and an ambiguous change in the EEG rhythm amplitudes at that time. By the time of 
breath-holding termination, the positive DC potential shift was, on average, 314.3±64.9 µV (p<0.01) for the whole 
group of the subjects. The rhythm amplitude at that time only increased in the beta-range – 26.9% (p<0.001) (Table 
2). Against a background of increasing amplitude of beta-activity, there was also a significant decrease in the alpha 
rhythm by 8.6% (p<0.01). No significant changes were obtained for the rest of the ranges. Within an average of 
56.9±12.9 seconds after the termination of breath-holding, positivation of the DC potential continued and attained its 
maximum of 478.7±101 µV (p<0.001), after which the DC potential level gradually began to recover to its original 
level. The recovery time was 205.7±84.0 seconds on the average.
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Figure  3. Examples  of  peculiarities  in  the  changes  of  the  EEG  and  DC  potential  before  (1),  during  (2)  and  after  (3)  
hyperventilation in leads FC1 and Fp1 of subject No. 1. The rest of the designations are the same as in Fig. 1.
Figure 4. Simultaneous changes in the DC potential and EEG rhythm amplitudes before (1), during (2) and after (3) the breath-
holding for subject No. 2 in lead C3, subject No. 5 in lead F7 and subject No. 6 in lead CP2. The rest of the designations are the  
same as in Fig. 1.
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After the termination of hypoventilation, against a background of an even larger positive DC potential shift, there  
was also a significant increase in the EEG rhythm amplitude in all the ranges as compared to the initial level (see  
Table  2).  The  largest  increase  in  the  EEG amplitude  occurred  in  the  delta  range  and  was  as  high  as  45.6% 
(P<0.001). This EEG feature lasted for at least another 3 minutes after the termination of breath-holding.
Table 2. Average level of the EEG rhythm amplitudes (µV, m±SEM) within 1 minute before start of breath-hold, during breath 
holding, and within 3 minutes after the termination of breath holding. Designations: % is a percent of the rhythm amplitude 
change relative to the mean amplitude 1 minute before the start of hypoventilation taken as 100%; p is significance H0.
Delta Theta Alpha Beta
m±SEM % p m±SEM % p m±SEM % p m±SEM % p
Within 1 
min before 
the breath-
hold
10.8±0.4 100 5.3±0.1 100 4.3±0.1 100 10.4±0.2 100
During 
breath-
hold
11.0±0.4 101.6 p>0.05 4.9±0.1 94 p>0.05 4.0±0.1 91.4 P<0.01 13.2±0.4 126.9 P<0.001
1 min after 15.7±0.4 145.6 P<0.001 7.1±0.2 135.6 P<0.001 5.0±0.1 114.2 P<0.001 13.7±0.4 131.8 P<0.001
2 min after 13.3±0.4 123.7 P<0.001 6.4±0.2 121.4 P<0.001 4.9±0.1 113.5 P<0.001 11.8±0.3 113.8 P<0.001
3 min after 14.0±0.4 130.0 P<0.001 6.3±0.1 120.6 P<0.001 4.8±0.1 111.6 P<0.001 11.1±0.3 107.3 P<0.01
Therefore, hypoventilation was accompanied by the positive DC potential shift and differently directed shifts in the 
beta and alpha ranges of EEG: an amplitude increase in the beta range and activity decrease in the alpha range. After  
the subjects had stopped holding their breath, positivation of the DC potential continued for about one more minute 
against a background of increasing EEG amplitude in all ranges.
4. DISCUSSION
Hyperventilation is considered as a model of weak ischemia [29]. Early studies of the influence of hyperventilation 
on the DC potential and EEG, as a rule were made separately, with only either DC potential [19, 25] or EEG [30] 
recorded. In the studies dealt simultaneously with DC potential and EEG, the DC potential and EEG were recorded 
during hyperventilation by different electrodes placed some distance apart [14]. In our study, the DC potential and 
EEG have been recorded in every lead of the same electrode. The obtained results generally correspond to the data 
already  available:  during hyperventilation  there  occurred  negativation  of  the  DC potential  [14,  19,  25-26] and 
increase in EEG rhythm capacity within some ranges, mostly in the slow-wave one [14, 30]. V.Kraaier et al. (1988) 
also pointed out an increase in slow activity and a decrease in alpha and beta activity.
However, the approach taken – simultaneous recording and analysis of the DC potential and EEG – has also allowed 
us to reveal some characteristic features. It has been found that the negative DC potential shift and increase in EEG 
capacity lasted several more tens of minutes after the finish of 1-minute hyperventilation.
Besides, we have found some individual characteristics of the character of DCEEG change during hyperventilation. 
In particular, it has been stated that in parallel with the negative shift of the DC potential during this test there also 
may be its positivation occurring prior to the negative DC potential shift (Figure 3). The positive shift might also 
have occurred some minutes after the finish of hyperventilation. Nobody has ever identified either positivation of 
the DC potential in the beginning of hyperventilation or trace the positive DC potential shift after hyperventilation 
test. 
We have also revealed front-back gradient of the amplitude of the negative DC potential during hyperventilation and 
its interhemispheric asymmetry. Earlier [25] it was found that the peak amplitude of the DC potential occurred in the 
central leads.
Our study has also shown that a satisfactory DCEEG recording is either possible without painful puncturing the skin 
with a needle under electrodes.
Hypoventilation caused by holding one’s breath is used in the study of some diseases, for example, dyspnea [31]. 
Our study has shown hypoventilation generally associated with the character of DC potential change opposite to that 
occurred  during hyperventilation: so far  from stopping immediately after  the finish of breath-holding spell,  the 
positivation of the DC potential attained its maximum after some tens of seconds. The study of DC potential during  
breath-holding was not found emphasized in any reports known, though there are some works concerning hypoxia 
modeling by the decrease of the oxygen content in the inspired air [19, 25]. The positive shift of the DC potential 
was also mentioned therein. The animal experiments have shown that hypercapnia induces hyperpolarization and the 
positive DC potential shift [4, 32-33].
We still adhere to the neuronal nature of the DC potential and suppose that the arguments adduced in support of the  
alternative hypothesis [18-19, 34] in no way exclude the participation of shifts of the neuronal polarization level in 
the mechanism of the DC shifts. 
The  physiological  mechanism  of  hypo-  and  hyperventilation  influence  on  the  functional  status  of  neurons  is 
apparently related  to cerebral  vascular  responses  to alteration in  oxygen and carbon dioxide contents  of  blood 
(Figure 5), with CO2 level known as of first importance. The increase in CO2 content causes acidosis, whereas the 
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decrease  in  CO2  content  gives  rise  to  alkalosis  and  vasoconstriction.  Most  likely  hyperventilation  induces 
hypocapnia  [14, 26, 28, 35] causing vasoconstriction and thus development of ischemic state  [29, 36]. It is well 
known [37] that during nervous tissue ischemia the resting potential of neurons starts to decrease (i.e. depolarization  
of cellular membrane develops). It is well known that the ischemic depolarization of neurons is associated with a 
negative DC potential shift [38-39].
Hyperventilation
(deep and frequent breathing)
↓
Hypoventilation
(breath-holding)
↓
Hypocapnia
(low CO2,  alcolosis (pH↑))
↓
Hypercapnia
(high CO2,  acidosis (pH↓))
↓
Vasoconsriction
(narrow vessels)
↓
Vasodilatation
(wide vessels)
↓
Decrease in cerebral blood flow  
↓
Increase in cerebral blood flow  
↓
Brain Ischemia
(bad metabolic and FS)
↓
Improvement in brain metabolic state
(good metabolic and FS)
↓
Depolarization of the nervous cells
↓
Re- or hyperpolarization of the nervous 
cells
↓
Negativation of the DC potential Positivation of the DC potential
Figure 5. A sample scheme for the processes occurring in the nervous tissue during hyperventilation (1 min) and hypoventilation 
(voluntary breath-hold).
The observed pattern of simultaneous changes in DC potential and EEG rhythm amplitude during hyperventilation  
is generally similar to that obtained from the animal model of relatively weak ischemia [21]. Both cases have shown 
the negative DC potential shift and increase in the EEG rhythm capacity.
Therefore,  a negative DC potential shift and changes in the EEG rhythm amplitude during hyperventilation are  
apparently responsible for an ischemia-induced bad metabolic (vital) and FS and thus depolarization of membrane 
potential  of neurons.  An increase in the EEG rhythm amplitude at that time may be indicative of activation of 
interneuronal impulsation and, generally, the development of catelectrotonus hyperexcitability [1].
During hypoventilation (voluntary breath-hold), the vascular responses most likely have opposite character [28, 30]. 
Breath-holding  results  in  a  reduction  of  oxygen  and  an  accumulation  of  carbon  dioxide  in  the  blood stream.  
Hypoventilation and associated acidosis induce distention of brain vessels, improvement of blood supply and thus 
improvement of vital and FS of neurons (Fig. 5). A positive DC-potential shift occurs in the process.
In  this  case,  the  positive  DC potential  shift  due  to  improved  nutrition  for  brain  cells  reflects  the  changes  in 
membrane resting potential opposite to those occurred during ischemic depolarization, i.e. re- and hyperpolarization. 
In  other  words,  if  ischemic-associated  phenomena  of  nervous  tissue,  unfavorable  for  the  life  of  cells,  and 
development of bad FS of brain cells are related to depolarization processes and negative DC-potential shift, then  
the improved nutrition for brain and development of good FS induce opposite changes: re- and hyperpolarization 
and positivation of the DC potential. Hyperpolarization of the membrane potential and positive DC-potential shift in 
combination with an increase in the EEG rhythm capacity may also be due to the effect of neuroprotective drag [21] 
and reward [10, 40].
Generally, the method for processing and representing data we involved in the pilot study has shown its prospects 
for studying specific features of the change in the FS of brain neurons. Using the only characteristic of EEG for  
estimating the FS of the brain in the tests applied provides a way to find many common features in the character of  
EEG changes during hyper- and hypoventilation. This is specifically the increase in rhythm amplitude in some of the 
ranges,  especially  towards  the finish of  testing of  immediately after  it.  On this basis,  one may relate  it  to the  
formation of similar metabolic and FS  in the nervous tissue of the brain. However, using an additional characteristic  
of the DC-potential level suggests difference in vital and FS in the nervous tissue of the brain during this testing. An  
increase in the EEG amplitude during hyperventilation was followed by the negative DC potential shift whereas its  
increase during hypoventilation was followed by the positive DC potential shift.
Individual  analysis  of  simultaneous  changes  in  the  DC  potential  and  EEG,  associated  with  hyper-  and 
hypoventilation, implies that functional changes occurring in the cerebral space may be more complex than those 
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observed during averaging the leads for the subjects. In particular, the positive DC shift preceding the negative one  
in separate leads for some of the subjects during hyperventilation suggests the possibility of development of more 
complex  physiological  processes  than  those  shown in  Fig.  5.  The  possibility  of  existence  of  various  DCEEG 
changes under the effect of the same factor with time is considered in S.E.Murik and A.G.Shapkin (2004).
Generally, the results of the conducted pilot study show the prospects for DCEEG and the method we used for 
DCEEG data processing to understand the character of functional and metabolic changes in the nervous tissue both 
in  norm and pathology.  The method applied  for  data  recording  and  processing makes  multi-electrode  DCEEG 
recording rather easy.
The well-known character of DC shifts and polarization changes in nervous tissue during ischemia [38-39, 41], 
reward [9-10] and effect of neuroprotective drugs [21, 42-43] may serve as further evidence for neural  rather than 
any other origin of the DC potential.
We further suggest that the negative DC potential shift and an increase in the EEG rhythms amplitude in cases other 
than 1-min hyperventilation will also reflect deterioration of metabolic and functional state of brain cells whereas 
the positive DC potential shift and an increase in the EEG rhythms amplitude (as during voluntary breath-hold) will  
be associated with an inverse process of improving their functional and metabolic (vital) state.
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